Absolute secondary organic aerosol (SOA) mass loading (C SOA ) is a key parameter in determining partitioning of semi-and intermediate volatility compounds to the particle phase. Its impact on the phase state of SOA, however, has remained largely unexplored. In this study, systematic laboratory chamber measurements were performed to elucidate the influence of C SOA , ranging from 0.2 to 160 µg m −3 , on the phase state of SOA formed by ozonolysis of various precursors, including α-pinene, limonene, cis-3-hexenyl acetate (CHA) and cis-3-hexen-1-ol (HXL). A previously established method to estimate SOA bounce factor (BF, a surrogate for particle viscosity) was utilized to infer particle viscosity as a function of C SOA . Results show that under nominally identical conditions, the maximum BF decreases by approximately 30% at higher C SOA , suggesting a more liquid phase state. With the exception of HXL-SOA (which acted as the negative control), the phase state for all studied SOA precursors varied as a function of C SOA . Furthermore, the BF was found to be the maximum when SOA particle distributions reached a geometric mean particle diameter of 50-60 nm. Experimental results indicate that C SOA is an important parameter impacting the phase state of SOA, reinforcing recent findings that extrapolation of experiments not conducted at atmospherically relevant SOA levels may not yield results that are relevant to the natural environment.
Introduction
Organic aerosols (OA) are an important component of atmospheric particulate as they contribute 20-50% to the total fine particle mass at continental mid-latitudes, while in tropical forested areas they contribute up to 90% [1] [2] [3] . These OA are emitted from the earth's surface by human and natural sources influencing both human health [4] and global climate [5, 6] . Studies suggest that 90% of these OA are from secondary sources, termed secondary organic aerosol (SOA), due to oxidation of volatile compounds in the atmosphere [2, 7] .
There is growing evidence that SOA influences the earth's energy budget both directly and indirectly either by scattering/absorbing solar radiation [8] or by acting as cloud condensation/ice nuclei [9, 10] . SOA can also alter atmospheric gas and condensed phase species concentrations through multiphase reactions [11] . Despite the integral role of SOA in atmospheric processes, there remains a limited understanding of the chemical and physical changes induced in SOA as it is formed and subsequently aged. Understanding the physical state of SOA is especially important, as it can provide insight into SOA formation [12, 13] and growth [14] , gas-particle partitioning [15] , reactive uptake on particle surfaces [16, 17] , and atmospheric impacts [18] [19] [20] .
Recent attention on the phase state of atmospheric particles has motivated several questions regarding parameters/conditions that influence the phase state and physical properties. Models temperature (~298(±2) K) and atmospheric pressure. Gaseous wall losses were previously determined to be insignificant [41] . Dry, zero air was produced by passing compressed air sequentially through silica, activated carbon and HEPA filters. This zero air was also used to generate ozone using a commercial corona discharge ozone generator (OL80A/DLS, Ozone Lab, Burton, BC, Canada). The UVMEC is equipped with ambient O 3 (Serinus O 3 model E020010, American Ecotech, Cincinnati, OH, USA) and NO x (EC9041A NOx Analyser, American Ecotech, Cincinnati, OH, USA) analyzers.
Current distributions to estimate the bounce factor and aerosol particle number size distributions were measured continuously using an electrical low pressure impactor (ELPI+, Dekati, Finland) operating either with sintered plates (to eliminate particle bounce) or smooth plates (to favor particle bounce) [42] . Aerosol particle number size distributions were also measured in parallel with a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS model 3080, TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA) operating at 0.3 L min −1 and 3.0 L min −1 for aerosol flow and sheath flow, respectively. This checked for reproducibility and for potential disparity between the ELPI+ and SMPS measurements.
Chamber Experiments (Generation of SOA)
Experiments using different SOA precursors (see Table 1 ) were carried out in the UVMEC [43] . Volumes of both the SOA precursors and ozone were varied to achieve increasingly larger mass loadings. During experiments, ozonolysis of all the SOA precursors led to SOA formation and subsequent growth. While seed particles are present in the atmosphere, SOA was formed in their absence of seed in the UVMEC, as these would be detected by the ELPI+ and lead to changes in the current measured, thus skewing bounce factor values. Also, no OH scavenger was used. Experimental conditions and details are provided in Table 1 . All experiments were carried out in duplicate. Between experiments, the chamber was passivated with O 3 (1-2 ppm) overnight and then flushed with zero air until the background aerosol mass (assuming an average particle density of 1.2 g cm −3 [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] )and number concentrations were below 0.1 µg m −3 and 50 particles cm −3 , respectively. 1  20  58  22  2  AP3  3  60  58  21  4.5  AP4  5  100  89  21  8  AP5  3  60  57  22  10  AP6  5  100  58  23  28  AP7  10  200  77  21  36  AP8  10  200  200  21  70  AP9  10  200  550  23  82   L1  1  20  12  23  5  L2  2.5  50  13  23  10  L3  5  100  13  23  20  L4  2.5  50  47  25  25  L5  2.5  50  160  24  65  L6  5  100  235  23  163   CHA1  40  750  280 Aliquots of the selected SOA precursor were extracted from reagent bottles using a glass syringe with volume markings. The SOA precursor was then quantitatively introduced into a clear three-neck flask which was placed in a warm-hot water bath. The three-neck flask was sealed except for a zero air inlet and an outlet leading directly to the UVMEC. The SOA precursor in the three-neck flask was only able to travel into the UVMEC following vaporization. This resulted in a desired, theoretical maximum VOC mixing ratio in the UVMEC. Ozone was then introduced to the chamber in a 30-60 s burst, until the desired concentration was attained. Injection of ozone was previously calibrated in the absence of VOC for our environmental chamber such that a 30 s injection of ozone corresponded to a 100 ppb mixing ratio in the chamber. Identical injection times were used for duplicate experiments. Ozone concentrations shown in Table 1 correspond to the measured value of ozone in the presence of VOC. All experiments were conducted at a relative humidity of 20-25%. The aerosol mass loading in the chamber for these experiments varied from 0.25 to 163 µg m −3 . The environmental chamber was at a minimally higher pressure relative to its surroundings.
Bounce Analysis
Details of the method used to estimate the phase state of generated SOA is presented elsewhere [42] . Briefly, two separate cascade impactors are used to perform bounce analysis and calculate bounce factor (BF). One cascade impactor was equipped with smooth impaction plates, favoring particle bounce. The second cascade impactor used sintered impaction plates coated with a thin layer of vacuum grease to minimize (ideally shut down) bounce. When using smooth impaction plates, particles with sufficient kinetic energy can overcome the adhesion energy at the surface and bounce to lower impactor stages, resulting in a systematic bias of the raw current distribution toward lower channels and smaller particle diameters. The presence of bounce, therefore, generates an erroneously high raw current in the lower stages (i.e., larger particles are mistakenly counted as smaller particles). Raw currents are subject to a correction algorithm, which corrects for diffusion and space charger losses [49, 50] .
BF is then calculated by analyzing the corrected current measured with the ELPI+ operating sequentially with smooth and sintered plates according to Equation (1):
f ilter (smooth) and I (no bounce) f ilter (sintered) are the corrected currents measured at the back up filter (i.e., smallest diameter channel) of the smooth and sintered plates, respectively. ∑ I
is the sum of the corrected currents obtained from all stages of the sintered plates except the backup filter. Sequential experiments (smooth followed by sintered impaction plates and vice versa) were conducted under identical conditions and experimental parameters. Any potential particle phase wall losses would be identical for sequential experiments and thus would not impact BF. Each data point for Figures 2-4 represents the maximum BF, independent of experimental time, reached during a separate experiment conducted at a given C SOA .
Results and Discussion
The impact of absolute C SOA upon the phase state of SOA remains a question of considerable importance to the atmospheric science community. The volatility of α-pinene SOA, for example, has been measured to be mostly independent of the SOA mass loading over several orders of magnitude (1-800 µg m −3 ) [51] . Comparison of this result with kinetic models suggests that SOA from the ozonolysis of α-pinene is composed of a large fraction of effectively non-volatile but thermally unstable species, which are likely dimers or higher-order oligomers, but could also be exceptionally low volatility monomers [51] . Somewhat contradictory, a separate study [52] showed that at low mass loading, the cloud condensation nuclei activity increased beyond predicted values, implying differences in the physico-chemical properties of the organic component. As a result, particle viscosity and therefore the corresponding BF values may be impacted.
Below, we describe the results of a systematic study, utilizing several key SOA precursors, to better understand the role of C SOA on phase. In the ensuing discussion, the particle BF is measured and used as a surrogate for particle viscosity or phase. No quantitative absolute measure of viscosity has been made. Rather, the BF is used to provide information regarding the relative particle viscosity between different SOA systems.
α-Pinene
A simple cursory analysis of the BF of SOA generated from α-pinene ozonolysis under different absolute mass loadings clearly illustrates a strong dependence between the BF and the mass loading ( Figure 1 ; where α-pinene was introduced into the UVMEC immediately prior to time 0, and ozone injection occurred at time 0). Additional important general conclusions that may be gleaned from these data include (1) an initial increase in the BF immediately following SOA particle inception to reach the most non-liquid state and (2) a general reduction in BF as a function of experimental time. Table 1 .
While there is some degree of similarity in BF trends at different mass loadings, Figure 2 illustrates that the maximum BF achieved (i.e., most non-liquid state) changes substantially with C SOA . For example, at the lowest mass loading (0.25 µg m −3 ), we measure the greatest BF (0.92).
As successively greater C SOA was present, we observed a very steep change in BF. It was seen that for higher mass loadings maximum BF decreases, from 0.92 at 8 µg m −3 to 0.68 at 36 µg m −3 . Beyond a C SOA of approximately 36 µg m −3 , further increases in C SOA did not result in changes in BF ( Figure 2) .
These results suggest that at low C SOA , which more closely approximates atmospherically relevant conditions, α-pinene SOA is more non-liquid in state. This further suggests that dimers, lower volatility and highly viscous products form the majority of the SOA chemical composition. These results can also be used to rationalize observations reported in the literature previously. For example, Shilling et al. [37] showed that for α-pinene SOA, changes in particle composition were more pronounced at low mass loadings (below 15 µg m −3 ). These results, along with the findings of this work, suggest mass loading plays a significant role in determining the phase state of SOA. Additionally, Gao et al. [53] reported that formation of a dimer of pinic acid and terpenylic acid was enhanced substantially as C SOA decreased. If our reasoning is correct then, the greater BF observed at the lowest mass loadings may be indicative of an increased oligomeric content. This is in keeping with our present understanding that high molecular weight oligomers/dimers are more viscous than smaller molecules due to increased hydrogen bonding and intramolecular forces with surrounding molecules [29, 33] . Therefore, particles containing oligomers have a higher probability of forming glassy/semisolid matrices as compared to their monomeric units [29, 33] . Finally, it has been shown [54] that α-pinene SOA is more oxygenated at low organic mass loading, a condition which can also produce particles of higher viscosity. It is important to highlight that oxidative processing can also influence particle viscosity. Hosny et al. showed that final viscosity attained for a particle is dependent on the concentration of ozone used, with lower concentrations leading to somewhat higher viscosities [55] . Higher (and non-atmospherically relevant) ozone concentrations possibly impede secondary chemical reactions, thereby reducing the production of high molecular weight products [55] . This may also help explain why lower BF is observed at high mass loading. Furthermore, recent work has shown that, at relative humidity less than 30%, partitioning of organic molecules between gas and particle phases may be confined to the top few surface monolayers of the particle [30] . At this RH, therefore, instantaneous equilibrium partitioning within the particle bulk is not expected to take place. As a result, models that assume equilibrium partitioning at ≤30% RH may over predict SOA particle mass [30, 56] . The same would hold true for SOA at different mass loadings, which, as shown above, has an effect on the phase state of α-pinene SOA. At lower mass loading, where SOA is more non-liquid (more viscous), one can therefore expect that the particles may take up fewer semi volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) compared to a higher mass loading where SOA is relatively less viscous. It should also be further noted that composition and partitioning, which, as shown above, is closely related to C SOA , may serve as additional factors affecting particle viscosity.
Additionally, it is well established that the physical properties of a particle can play a crucial role in its interaction with gases [16, 31, 57, 58] . An accurate description of reactions and interactions at the surface is important to understand the fate and role of SOA in the atmosphere. Reactions at the interface between gas and condensed phase become increasingly important as particle size decreases. A decrease in the particle size results in an increase in the effective surface area and hence the reaction rates. As an example, for a 50 nm particle, 25% of the molecules are on the surface of the particle [57] . Furthermore, the mixing within the particle bulk is kinetically limited as only the surface of the particle initially interacts with, and engages in gaseous uptake, meaning the gas-particle partitioning cannot be well represented by an equilibrium process. Hence, at low C SOA during the initial stages of SOA formation, reactions and gas uptake would be limited primarily to the thin layers at the particle surface. Interestingly it was also observed that, at all C SOA studied, the most non-liquid state (i.e., maximum BF) was achieved invariably when particles reach a geometric mean diameter (GMD) of 50-60 nm.
Limonene
Some literature reports suggest that limonene SOA could exist as non-liquid, but no concrete evidence has yet been presented to support this supposition. Kundu et al. provided a detailed molecular analysis of limonene SOA, generated by ozonolysis, using ultrahigh-resolution Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry and identified over 1200 molecular formulas over the mass range of 140 to 850 Da [59] . The high molecular weight compounds (m/z > 300) were found to constitute a significant number fraction of the identified SOA components, consisting primarily of oligomers formed by the reactive uptake of gas-phase carbonyls during the ozonolysis reaction [59, 60] . As stated earlier, oligomers have much higher glass transition temperatures, resulting in a higher probability of forming glassy/semisolid particles. In another study, evaporation kinetics of limonene-generated SOA particles show different behaviors at <5% RH and 90% RH. It was shown that for SOA at 90% RH, a slightly larger fraction of the particle mass evaporated as compared to SOA at lower RH, suggesting that the SOA may be non-liquid/solid at lower RH [61] .
Here, the influence of C SOA on the phase state of SOA generated by limonene oxidation was investigated. Unlike α-pinene, which has only one endocyclic double bond, limonene possesses both an endocyclic and exocyclic double bond. In the case of limonene, the endocyclic double bond is oxidized first, followed by heterogeneous ozonolysis of the terminal double bond in the first-generation condensed-phase products [43, 62] . The presence of multiple double bonds would result in more highly oxygenated species and are expected to produce products with a wider range of volatilities.
Results from our chamber experiments show that limonene SOA demonstrated considerable bounce from the outset of SOA formation (Figure 3) suggesting a non-liquid state. Also, as was the case with α-pinene SOA, we see a significant mass loading dependence of the measured BF. Analogous to α-pinene SOA, the highest BF (0.98) is also measured at the lowest mass loading (5 µg m −3 ). It was also observed that as C SOA increases, the BF decreases very quickly only to a certain mass loading and then remains constant. Interestingly, it was observed that the BF in general was higher for limonene SOA as compared to the α-pinene SOA across the range of mass loadings studied. The overall greater BF for limonene SOA may be attributed to the relative volatility of α-pinene and limonene SOA, which has been measured in previous studies [63] . The lower volatility of limonene SOA may be indicative of higher oligomeric content [23] and particle hardening, [25, 61] both of which would produce greater bounce.
Cis-3-Hexenyl Acetate (CHA) and Cis-3-Hexen-1-ol (HXL)
Several studies have considered the effect of GLVs on SOA formation [41, 64, 65] , and progress has been made in understanding the oxidation pathways to SOA formation from CHA and HXL via ozonolysis [66, 67] . The alkene ozonolysis mechanism is described in detail elsewhere [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . Previous NIR-LDI-MS [67] studies have shown that SOA from these GLVs consists of a complex mixture of oxygenated compounds ranging from 70 to >300 m/z. It has been shown that HXL-SOA is formed primarily by oligomerization via ester-type linkages. HXL-SOA can undergo hydration/dehydration reactions and reactive uptake of gas-phase products, such as propionaldehyde, to form higher MW compounds. Contrary to HXL, CHA-derived SOA is formed primarily through the hydroperoxide channel, as oligomer formation is inhibited by the lower reactivity of the acetate functionality. The greater oligomeric content in the HXL-SOA would suggest particles of greater viscosity than pure liquid, yet no studies thus far have reported on the phase and physical properties of SOA formed from these GLVs.
In this work, we demonstrate dependence of the phase of GLV-derived SOA on the absolute SOA mass loading (Figure 4 ). While both HXL-and CHA-derived SOA exhibit non-liquid behavior, HXL-SOA appears more viscous (or less liquid-like) (maximum BF = 0.7) than CHA-derived SOA (maximum BF = 0.45). It was also observed (Figure 4 ) that the BF of HXL-SOA was largely independent of C SOA , unlike other SOA precursors in this study. Independence of BF from absolute C SOA suggests that the physical properties, chemical composition and reactive uptake of HXL-SOA do not change significantly with SOA mass loading. Interestingly, for the case of CHA-SOA, we observed significant particle bounce (BF = 0.45) at low mass loading (1.6 µg m −3 ), despite a hypothesized lack of oligomeric content. However, at slightly higher SOA mass loadings (25 µg m −3 ), the BF quickly decreased to 0.06, indicating a transition to a liquid SOA. The evolution of the BF for this system suggests a continuous changing chemical composition of CHA-SOA with mass loading. Clearly these results call for further studies to understand what classes of chemical compounds, besides oligomers such as aldehydes, ketones, alcohols etc., may impact the phase state of SOA.
Conclusions
The results presented in this study demonstrate that SOA absolute mass loading can have a significant influence on the phase state of the organic aerosols produced via separate ozonolysis of α-pinene, limonene, and cis-3-hexenyl acetate, while minimally impacting the phase state of cis-3-hexen-1-ol. As this study probed a select few organic precursors to SOA, caution should be exercised in extrapolating these results to all particle types, which can vary in their sources and geographic prevalence. It is also worth noting that changes in SOA composition are likely with changes in C SOA [37] , which affects the viscosity and the phase state of the SOA. This conclusion complements the findings demonstrated herein and may help explain the differences in observed BF for varying C SOA of the same SOA precursor. With this, we are not excluding composition as a possible reason for the observed BF variations, and we are not implying that C SOA is the sole factor affecting the phase state of atmospheric aerosols. Rather, we are reporting on the apparent C SOA dependence of SOA phase from a select few SOA precursors.
Our results therefore provide new insights into parameters influencing the phase state of atmospheric aerosols. We provided evidence that, besides α-pinene, other SOA precursors can form SOA which are non-liquid in phase. Our findings show that under ambient environmental conditions (<10 µg m −3 ), α-pinene, limonene, CHA and HXL SOA is not a pure liquid as has been previously assumed, which could have important implications on the ultimate fate of SOA in the atmosphere. It should be noted that, since experiments were conducted under relatively dry conditions (RH 20-25%), the phase of the SOA produced may vary under conditions of higher RH. Nevertheless, based on our results, we suggest and highly recommend that chamber studies must be performed at atmospherically relevant SOA levels to accurately simulate the chemical properties, reactions and phase of ambient organic aerosol.
Persistent disparity between the measured and modelled SOA level is a question of considerable importance to the atmospheric science community. Attempts thus far to close the gap between model and data have focused primarily on finding additional SOA precursors and refining methods of estimating the aerosol yield from precursors. Meanwhile, the fundamental assumptions about SOA properties have remained mostly unchallenged. Our findings show that phase of select atmospheric aerosols changes with SOA mass loading, which may help to constrain the discrepancy between measured and modelled SOA levels.
Semi-solid, non-liquid or glassy particles can have an impact on atmospheric reactions and uptake. Molecular diffusion in the condensed phase, which largely depends on SOA viscosity, can affect the gas uptake and chemical transformation of organic particles. Estimation of the SOA phase and viscosity at specific, relevant SOA mass loadings would help to better constrain gas uptake estimates. Moreover, a decrease in diffusion rates within the particles results in an increase in the chemical lifetime of reactive compounds in atmospheric particles from seconds to days [31] . An improved understanding of the parameters that result in a phase change would thereby improve model accuracy of particle growth rates and reactive processes.
Current models of atmospheric aerosol assume that various properties of the aerosol are governed by equilibrium thermodynamics. However, the presence of non-liquid aerosol in the atmosphere highlights the importance of quantifying the rates of change of these properties. Studies suggest that non-liquid particles can kinetically inhibit the partitioning of semi volatile components, in contrast to the traditional assumption that organic compounds exist in quasi-instantaneous gas-particle equilibrium [15] . Studies also demonstrate that the timescale for particle equilibration correlates with bulk viscosity/phase [73, 74] . Therefore, if absolute SOA mass loading can influence the phase state by up to 30%, it could very well have a significant impact on various properties such as partitioning, water and gas uptake, and condensation and evaporation kinetics. For example, a 100 nm particle, which is in a non-liquid phase at organic mass loadings of 1 µg m −3 , can have an equilibration time scale of SOA partitioning (T eq ) of approximately 1 h [75] . On the other hand, that same particle at a much higher organic mass loading of 15 µg m −3 (which, according to results presented herein, could now be less viscous) would have T eq of only 1 min. Our results add support to the hypothesis of kinetic inhibition of the partitioning by non-liquid particles, suggesting that accounting for the additional parameters such as the SOA mass loading influence on the phase can be important for accurately modelling the behavior of atmospheric aerosols. We are currently expanding this work to improve our understanding of the impact that various other parameters, such as SOA precursor, oxidation type (O 3 vs. OH vs. NO x ), mixing ratio and chamber surface area to volume ratio can have on the phase of atmospheric aerosols.
